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Lodestar Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Viola: The Life and Times of a Hull
Steam Trawler, Robb Robinson, Ian Hart, Deep in southern latitudes, in a desolate corner of
Cumberland Bay on the east coast of the sub-Antarctic island of South Georgia, hard by the rotting
quays of the abandoned whaling station of Grytviken and almost within a stone's throw of the
grave of Sir Ernest Shackleton, lie three forsaken steam ships: rusting remnants of our industrial
past, unique survivals from a vanished age of steam at sea. One of these ships is 'Viola', the sole
surviving Hull steam trawler from the huge fleet which put 'fish & chips' on Britain's plates more
than a hundred years ago. In this absorbing account, maritime historians Robb Robinson and Ian
Hart describe her ancestry and origins in the Victorian and Edwardian North Sea fishery - vividly
depicting life for her crew in the most dangerous industry of its time; they record her Great War
service as a U-boat hunter - one of the many merchant vessels largely unsung for their
contribution, and often sacrifice, in wartime; and they recount her subsequent career hunting
whales off West Africa, then later sealing...
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Unquestionably, this is the greatest job by any author. It really is simplistic but shocks inside the fi y percent in the book. I am just pleased to inform you
that here is the greatest book i actually have go through within my own existence and could be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Elva  K em m er-- Elva  K em m er

Very useful to all category of individuals. It is one of the most amazing publication i have got read through. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Mr . Johna thon Da ch-- Mr . Johna thon Da ch
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